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ABSTRACT: Synthetic catalytic DNA circuits are important
signal amplification tools for molecular programming due to
their robust and modular properties. In catalytic circuits, the
reactant recycling operation is essential to facilitate continuous
processes. Therefore, it is desirable to develop new methods
for the recycling of reactants and to improve the recyclability
in entropy-driven DNA circuit reactions. Here, we describe
the implementation of a nicking-assisted recycling strategy for
reactants in entropy-driven DNA circuits, in which duplex
DNA waste products are able to revert into active components
that could participate in the next reaction cycle. Both a single-
layered circuit and multiple two-layered circuits of different
designs were constructed and analyzed. During the reaction, the single-layered catalytic circuit can consume excess fuel DNA
strands without depleting the gate components. The recycling of the two-layered circuits occurs during the fuel DNA digestion
but not during the release of the downstream trigger. This strategy provides a simple yet versatile method for creating more
efficient entropy-driven DNA circuits for molecular programming and synthetic biology.

■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular interactions based on Watson−Crick nucleic acid
base pairing have allowed scientists to design various self-
assembly systems, including complicated nanostructures,1−3

nanomechanical devices,4−6 and signaling circuits.7−12 In
particular, DNA circuits play a critical role in signal
amplification and information regulation in engineered
biomolecular systems. Recently, substantial efforts have been
taken to design more advanced and complex synthetic circuit
systems for the construction of increasingly reliable, efficient,
and intricate molecular signal pathways.7−13 In natural DNA
networks, the programmable DNA circuits are usually
regulated by both proteins and nucleic acids.14−16 Accordingly,
the synthetic DNA circuits have been used to transmit complex
information via two main catalysis mechanisms: enzyme-
dependent DNA cascades17−25 and entropy-driven DNA
catalytic reactions.26−32

In particular, entropy-driven circuits are attractive due to
their catalytic ability, signal amplification, and programmable
networks. After the seminal work by Zhang et al.,30 entropy-
driven DNA circuits have been widely used for molecule
detection,33,34 logic operations,35−37 nanostructure forma-
tion,38,39 and molecular engineering.4,40 However, in the
canonical entropy-driven circuit, the gate components become
waste after being used only once, which limits the efficiency of
the signal-generating catalytic reaction. Therefore, it is
desirable to develop simple recycling methods to implement
catalytic DNA circuits without depleting the gate component.
There have been efforts to create DNA circuits that can

recycle gate components.41−43 In these systems, the renewable
circuits were created by additional DNA strand displacement
reactions, through which the gate components could revert to
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their original state. However, additional DNA reactants
inevitably increase the complexity of these modified DNA
circuits. Recently, enzyme-mediated reactions (e.g., RNAP/
RNase,44 PEN DNA toolbox,13,25,45 and nicking enzymes46,47)
proved to be effective methods to achieve the reactant
recycling DNA/RNA circuits. These advancements suggest
that new entropy-driven DNA circuits with improved
recyclability may be developed by the incorporation of
enzymatic reactions.
In this study, we introduced a nicking-assisted reactant

recycling strategy (NARR) to create an entropy-driven DNA
circuit. The duplex gate components (generated from the last
circuit reaction) can revert back to their original active state
with the aid of a nicking enzyme digestion. The newly nicked
gate component can then participate in the next circuit
reaction. The experimental results demonstrate that the single-
layered catalytic circuit can be used to consume the excess fuel
DNA strand without depleting the gate component. In
addition, the recycling of the two-layered circuits occurs
during the fuel DNA digestion process but not during the
release of the downstream trigger and signal.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Design of Nicking-Assisted Strategy To Implement
Entropy-Driven C1 Circuit. The design details of a canonical
entropy-driven DNA circuit are displayed in Figure 1a. In the
reaction, the DNA initiator strand I first triggers a strand
displacement to replace the F1 strand with an active F1:F2:S
DNA gate complex. Accordingly, an I:F2:S metastable
structure, containing an exposed 4 nt single-stranded domain,
is generated and contains an N in the middle of the duplex
complex. This metastable structure allows for one full-length F
fuel strand to simultaneously displace both of the I and F2
strands, thus leading to the recycling of the DNA catalyst I and
the generation of an F:S product. The F:S product will
accumulate over time. The circuit reaction will stop when any
one of the two reactants, the F fuel or the F1:F2:S gate, is
completely consumed (whichever comes first). However, a
high recyclability reaction rate can be achieved if an approach
to revert the F:S gate product into the active F1:F2:S reactant
exists (the question mark in Figure 1a). The recycling will stop
once the F fuel is used up (after all of the F fuel is converted
into F1 and F2).

Figure 1. Nicking-assisted recyclable entropy-driven DNA circuit designs. (a) A schematic of the C1 DNA circuit. The question mark indicates the
desired step by which to make the circuit recyclable. (b) The enzymatic nicking digestion reverts the gate product F:S to an active reactant F1:F2:S.
(c) A simplified schematic diagram of the C1 circuit.

Figure 2. Analysis of the C1 circuit. (a) PAGE gel results of the C1 circuit operations (12% gel): lane 1, no catalyst; lane 2, I; lane 3, E; lane 4, I +
E. Gel results from lanes 1−4 were detected with Stains-All under room light, while the results from lanes 5−8 were detected under UV light
without staining. (b) The analysis of the C1 circuit via a fluorescence assay: trace 1, no catalyst; trace 2, I; trace 3, E; trace 4, I + E. The detection
time interval was 6 min. (c) The PAGE gel results from experiments completed by increasing the concentrations of the fuel F ([F:S] = 0.8 μM).
(d) The control experiment with sequential additions of the F fuel: trace 1, F1:F2:S + I reactants; trace 2, F:S + I + E reactants.
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With the NARR strategy, a site-specific single-stranded
nicking digestion was utilized to repeatedly create the reactant
necessary for the recycling process (Figure 1b). A specific 7 bp
nicking site was added to the middle of the F:S product. After
the nicking process was completed, by using the Nt.BbvcI (E)
enzyme, a newly formed F1:F2:S nicked complex was created
that could then be used in the next reaction cycle. Thus, during
the reaction, the circuit consumes the excess F fuel strands
without depleting the gate component. The enzyme-assisted
entropy-driven C1 circuit is summarized in Figure 1c, where
the inputs and outputs of the reaction is the DNA F fuel and
the F1 and F2 DNA products, respectively.
Analysis and Regulation of the C1 Circuit. The C1

circuit reaction (Figure 1c) was first confirmed with a native
PAGE gel electrophoresis (Figure 2a). The reactions during
the gel assay included an excessive amount of the F fuel strand
and a limited amount of the F:S complex. The recyclability of
the C1 circuit could be determined on the basis of the
complete consumption of the F fuel strand. Lane 1 lacked both
catalysts. Also, no consumption of the F fuel strand was
observed in lane 1, indicating that the reaction did not occur.
When either I or E was present, a strong band for the F fuel
strand (in lane 2 or 3, respectively) was observed. These bands
indicated that the recycling circuit was not activated. However,
when both I and E were introduced simultaneously, the F fuel
strand band completely disappeared. Accordingly, the F1 and
F2 products appeared (lane 4), demonstrating that the circuit
reaction had occurred. To better verify the reaction, an F:S
labeled fluorescence-dye and an unlabeled F′ fuel strand was
used in lanes 5−8. As expected, when both I and E were
present (lane 8), the fluorescent gel bands arising from the
initial F:S reactant disappeared, while the fluorescent gel band
arising from the F1 product appeared, thus proving that the
recycling reaction occurred. The operation of the C1 circuit
was also monitored by its fluorescence intensity with a time-
course study (Figure 2b). The F fuel strand was labeled with a
fluorophore (FAM) and a quencher (BHQ-1) on either side of
the nicking site, each separated by a 13 nt (∼4.5 nm) distance.

An increase in the fluorescence intensity was expected to occur
if the fluorophore and the quencher were separated from each
other. In Figure 2b, a significant increase in the fluorescence
was observed following the addition of the I and E catalysts
(trace 4). However, no significant increase in the fluorescence
was observed when introducing none or either of the catalysts
alone (from traces 1−3).
To further analyze the recyclability of the cycling NARR

circuit reactions, a series of control experiments were
conducted. First, native PAGE gel experiments were performed
by varying the concentrations of the F fuel strand, E enzyme,
initial gate component (F:S), and the catalyst I, respectively. As
shown in Figure 2c, when there was an increase in the
concentration of the F fuel strand from 1 to 6 μM, with a
constant [F:S] = 0.8 μM, the overall production of F1 and F2
increased accordingly. The results confirmed that a small
amount of the F:S gate could instigate the consumption of a
large amount of the excess F fuel. Meanwhile, we also tested
how the outcome of the reaction changed with increasing
concentrations of the E enzyme, the initial reactant (F:S), and
the DNA catalyst I, respectively [Figure S3b−d, Supporting
Information (SI)]. Here, the recyclable property of the F:S
gate reactant could be determined by measuring the turnover
number, which is defined as the number of fuel strands
consumed per F:S. For example, in lane 4 of Figure S3c (SI),
2.5 pmol of the F:S reactant could instigate the consumption of
28.25 pmol of the F fuel strand. In this case, the turnover
number was 11.3 (determined with ImageJ), indicating a
strong catalytic capability. More calculations of the turnover
numbers can be found in section S3.2 of the Supporting
Information. We also observed a stepwise jump of the
fluorescence signal when additional aliquots of the F fuel
were introduced to the reaction (Figure 2d). The quick
consumption of the newly added F fuel further confirmed the
recyclability of the circuit reaction.
As reported in a previous study, when reducing the

concentrations of a recyclable DNA reactant that acts as a
catalyst within a reasonable range, only the reaction rate is

Figure 3. Analysis of the reactants’ catalytic functions in the C1 circuit. (a−d) Fluorescence results of the fluorescence assay experiments with
varying concentrations of the F fuel strand, E enzyme, F:S reactant, and catalyst I, respectively, while the concentrations of the other components
were kept constant. For panels b−d, the concentrations of F used were 0.6 μM. The detection time interval was 4 min. Experimental details can be
found in section S12 of the Supporting Information. (e−h) Simulation results.
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decreased, but not the final equilibrium state.28 To analyze the
catalytic abilities of the circuit reactants, each reactant was
studied individually by gradually reducing its concentration

and monitoring its fluorescence output (Figure 3). When the
concentration of the consumable F fuel strand was reduced,
the final fluorescence intensities decreased accordingly (Figure

Figure 4. C2 circuit with a catalyst protection and release strategy, using a hairpin H-I1 structure to hide the I-1 catalyst and a second nicking
enzyme, E1, for its release. (a) The simplified schematics of the C2 circuit. (b) The design and gel results of the catalyst release. (c) PAGE results
of the operation of the C2 circuit. The gel was stained with Stains-All. (d) Fluorescence assay of the operation of the C2 circuit. Fluorescent assays
determining the regulating functions of the E1 (e) and the H-I1 hairpin (f) by varying the concentrations of the E1 or H-I1, respectively. The
detection time interval was 6 min. The experimental details can be found in sections S5 and S12 of the Supporting Information .

Figure 5. A two-level cascading C3 circuit. The simplified schematics (a) and detailed reaction of the C3 circuit (b). (c) The analysis of the C3
circuit using a fluorescent assay: trace 1, no catalyst; trace 2, I-3; trace 3, E; trace 4, I-3 + E. Fluorescence results of the reactions with varying
concentrations of the I-3 DNA catalyst (d) and the E enzyme (e). The detection time interval was 6 min. More information can be found in
sections S6 and S12 of the Supporting Information.
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3a). However, for the recyclable reactants (the E enzyme,
initial gate component F:S, or catalyst I), the final fluorescence
intensities did not significantly change in correspondence with
the variation in the concentrations of the reactant (Figure 3b−
d). The catalytic abilities were analyzed in detail by comparing
the F (nonrecyclable) reactants and the F:S (recyclable)
reactants. When the concentration of the nonrecyclable F fuel
was reduced 10-fold, from 0.6 to 0.06 μM (Figure 3a), the final
fluorescence intensity decreased about 10-fold as well. In
contrast, as the concentration of the recyclable gate component
F:S was reduced 12-fold from 1.2 to 0.1 μM (Figure 3c), no
significant change in the final fluorescence intensity was
observed. The strong catalytic ability of the recyclable F:S is
reflected by this result. In addition, simulation results were
consistent with the experimental results (Figure 3e−h). More
details can be found in section S4 of the Supporting
Information.

A C2 Circuit with a Catalyst Release Strategy. A C2
circuit was designed by using two enzyme regulators: E
(Nt.BbvCI) and E1 (Nt.BmsAI) (Figure 4a). Here, a catalyst
protection and release strategy was employed to control the
activity of the I-1 DNA catalyst. Specifically, the I-1 DNA
catalyst initially hides in the structure of the H-I1 DNA hairpin
and it can be released as an active catalyst after the E1 enzyme
digestion (Figure 4b). Clearly, the two enzymes play different
roles in the C2 circuit, where E catalyzes the recycling of the
reactant and E1 controls the activity of the I-1 DNA catalyst.
The reactions were first analyzed with a native PAGE

(Figure 4c). In the absence of any one of the three inputs, the
reaction will not proceed and the F fuel strand will not be
consumed (lanes 1−7). Only when all three inputs were
present simultaneously was the reaction activated. In this case,
the complete consumption of the F fuel strand and the H-I1
hairpin occurred (lane 8). A fluorescence assay was also used

Figure 6. Hierarchical cascading C4 circuit. (a) The schematics of the C4 circuit. (b) The detailed reaction of the C4a subcircuit. (c) Fluorescence
results depicting the different trigger modes: (1) no catalyst, (2) I-5, (3) E, (4) E1, (5) E + I-5, (6) E1 + I-5, (7) E + E1, and (8) E + E1 + I-5.
More information can be found in sections S7 and S12 of the Supporting Information.
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to analyze the C2 circuit (Figure 4d). Similarly, when all three
inputs were present, a significant increase in the fluorescence
signal was obtained (trace 8). Notably, some leakages were
observed when the E enzyme was introduced into the reaction
(e.g., trace 6, triggered by the E enzyme and the H-I1 hairpin).
The leakages may be attributed to the insufficient protection of
the hidden I-1 DNA catalyst in the hairpin, which could result
in the activation of a nicked F1:F2:S. A nicked F1:F2:S is a
product that occurs in the presence of the E enzyme. Although
the leakage occurred in the enzyme-assisted circuit reactions,
the leakage could potentially be reduced by using some of the
more recently developed strategies, such as shadow cancella-
tion,48 localization,49 or toehold clamps.50 Finally, the
regulating effects of the E1 enzymes and the H-I1 hairpin on
the circuit reaction were also analyzed with the use of
fluorescence assays (Figure 4e,f).
A Two-Layered C3 Cascading Circuit. To achieve

cascading control over the nicking-assisted circuit operations,
a two-layered C3 circuit was developed. This circuit was also
controllable via two catalysts: an I-3 DNA catalyst and an E
enzyme (Nt.BbvCI) (Figure 5a). The C3 circuit was
composed of two individual subcircuits: an upstream C3a
subcircuit and a downstream C3b subcircuit. These circuits
served as the initiating and the reporting modules, respectively
(Figure 5a). Here, the upstream C3a subcircuit was designed
as a canonical entropy-driven circuit to function without
enzymatic assistance. However, the downstream C3b sub-
circuit was a catalytic circuit that functions with the assistance
of an E enzyme. The I-3 DNA catalysts were designed as
inputs that could activate the C3a subcircuit. The I-4 DNA
catalyst, that targets the downstream C3b subcircuit, was
protected inside the initial F4:I-4:S3 complex, to avoid directly
triggering the downstream C3b subcircuit (Figure 5b). (Note:
the F3 fuel contains an incomplete I-4 sequence and is thus
unable to trigger the downstream C3b subcircuit.)
In the upstream C3a subcircuit (reaction ①, Figure 5b), the

I-3 catalyst may cause the preprotected I-4 catalyst to be
released. The release of the I-4 catalyst would then trigger the
downstream C3b subcircuit, which would result in the
generation of a F3:S3 product that is created from the
consumption of the F3 fuel. Here, the recycling of the gate
reactant does not occur in the upstream C3a subcircuit due to
the depletion of the initial F4:I-4:S3 gate. Hence, to avoid
directly triggering the downstream C3b subcircuit, the F3 must
not contain the I-4 catalyst in its tail domain (colored green in
Figure 5b). As a result, the original F4:I-4:S3 gate cannot be
recovered by nicking the F3:F3 product with a nicking enzyme.
The released I-4 catalyst plays a dual role as both a catalyst in
the C3b subcircuit and a cascading messenger to connect the
two subcircuits. During the cascading circuit reaction, both the
F and F3 fuel strands were consumed. The nicking-assisted
reactant recycling process was only performed in the
downstream C3b subcircuit, whereas both the E enzyme and
the released I-4 catalyst served as regulators to control the C3b
subcircuits (Figure 5a,b).
In the fluorescence assay, only when both catalysts, E and I-

3, were introduced was a significant fluorescent increase
observed (Figure 5c, trace 4). However, in the absence of any
one of the regulators, no significant increase in the fluorescence
intensity was observed. Nevertheless, a signal leakage was
observed when only the E enzyme was introduced (trace 3).
This signal leakage may be attributed to the zero-toehold leak
reaction that occurs in the circuit.30 Once a small amount of I-

4 leaks, it will trigger a larger output, resulting in significantly
greater fluorescence leakages. Finally, experiments of varying
concentrations of I-3 and E were also conducted to confirm
their roles in regulating the cascading C3 circuit (Figure 5d,e).

Hierarchical Control of a Two-Layered C4 Circuit. A
two-layered hierarchical C4 circuit was also constructed and
controlled by three regulators: two nicking enzymes, E
(Nt.BbvCI) and E1 (Nt.BsmAI), and an I-5 DNA catalyst
(Figure 6a). The C4 circuit possessed two subcircuits: an
upstream C4a subcircuit and a downstream C4b subcircuit,
with two reporters that had been labeled with the HEX (fuel
DNA F7) and FAM (fuel DNA F) fluorophores, respectively
(Figure 6b). Here, both of the C4a and C4b subcircuits were
designed as enzyme-regulators, and E1 and E nicking enzymes
were used, respectively. Meanwhile, an I-5 DNA catalyst was
an input that was used to initiate the C4a subcircuit, while a I-6
DNA catalyst was used to target the downstream C4b
subcircuit. However, I-6 catalyst was preprotected in a T7:S7
gate complex, to avoid directly triggering the downstream C4b
subcircuit. (Note: the F7 fuel contains an incomplete I-6
sequence and, thus, cannot trigger the downstream C4b
subcircuit).
In the upstream C4a subcircuit, reaction ① is first activated

by the E1 enzyme digestion to produce an active F8:I-6:S7
product (Figure 6b). Subsequently, with the help of the I-5
catalyst, the entropy-driven reaction was accomplished by
consuming the F7 fuel to release the I-6 catalyst and produce
the S7:F7 product. The I-6 catalyst could then serve as a
connector to trigger the downstream C4b subcircuit, which is
similar to the C1 circuit. Meanwhile, the newly generated
F7:S7 could serve as a gate reactant to initiate the recyclable
circuit reaction ②, where the F7 fuel (modified with HEX/
BHQ1) could be continuously consumed to amplify the HEX
fluorescence signal of the upstream C4a subcircuit. During the
two-layered C4 circuit reaction, both the F and F7 fuel strands
were consumed. Due to the hierarchical control arising from
the E and E1 enzymes, the two-level circuit reaction could be
selectively regulated to give fluorescence signals in the FAM or
HEX channels.
Notably, the upstream C4a subcircuit has two functions: (1)

releasing the downstream I-6 catalyst in reaction ① and (2)
amplifying the fluorescence signal by continuously digesting
the F7 fuel in reaction ②. Here, the enzyme-assisted
recyclability of the C4a subcircuit was performed only during
the fuel DNA digestion process but not during the release of
the downstream trigger signal.
In the fluorescence assay, when any one or two of the

enzyme regulators were used, no significant increase in the
downstream FAM fluorophore signal was observed (in Figure
6c, panels 2−7). However, when all three regulators were
present at the same time, a significant increase in the
fluorescence of the FAM and HEX fluorophores was obtained
(panel 8). Interestingly, when only the E1 and I-5 catalysts
were present, a significant increase in the HEX fluorophore
signal was obtained, while no FAM fluorophore signal was
observed (panel 6). An explanation for this is that the absence
of the E enzyme only hindered the downstream C4b
subcircuit. However, the upstream C4a subcircuit could still
be activated by the E1 catalyst and result in an increase in the
HEX fluorophore signal. Such a selective fluorescent signal
increase confirms that a hierarchical regulation of the C4
circuit does indeed occur. Moreover, the differences in the
kinetic reaction rates can be observed by comparing the HEX
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and the FAM signals in panel 8. Clearly, the HEX signal
representing the upstream C4a subcircuit had a faster reaction
rate than that of the FAM signal representing the downstream
C4b subcircuit. This result is consistent with the hierarchical
cascading circuit design. More data about the C4 circuit can be
found in Figures S10−S12 of the Supporting Information.
In addition, C5 and C6 are some alternative catalytic circuits

that were created on the basis of the NARR strategy. These
circuits were constructed to further test the scalability and
diversity of the enzyme-assisted entropy-driven circuit
reactions (see sections S8 and S10, SI). To further explore
the nicking-assisted strategy, we also designed a cascading C7
circuit that was controlled by up to four inputs: three enzymes,
E (Nt.BbvCI), E1 (Nt.BsmAI), and E2 (Nb.BtsI), and an H-I3
hairpin DNA (Figure S20, SI). It was found that significant
increases in the fluorescence took place only when all four
regulators were present simultaneously (Figure S22, SI).

■ CONCLUSIONS

Our study provides a nicking-assisted reactant recycling
method that can be used to create an entropy-driven DNA
circuit. The experimental results verified that enzyme-assisted
recyclability in single-layered circuits could be achieved,
whereby a gate DNA product could be reverted into its
original active state and repeatedly participate in a chemical
reaction. In addition, the two-layered DNA circuits were also
established with hierarchical and multiplex rules. It was
demonstrated that the NARR strategy improved the
recyclability of the entropy-driven DNA circuit.
In the canonical entropy-driven DNA circuit, a “single-use”

gate architecture caused an irreversible depletion of the gate
component, thus limiting the cycling of a reaction. Multiple
strategies have been developed to achieve gate architecture
recycling, such as renewable circuits and time-responsive
circuits.41−43 Renewable circuits have the ability to revert to
their original gate states,43 and the time-responsive circuits can
dynamically change their outputs when the inputs change.42

Here in this study, the recyclable single-layered circuit adopts
the renewable strategy, assisted not only by the entropy-driven
strand displacement reaction but also by a nicking enzyme.
Different from the multicycle time-responsive circuits, the
enzyme-assisted circuit reported here cannot dynamically
produce output signals in response to changing inputs.
In the catalytic circuits, it should be noted that the

recyclability is different in the single- and two-layered DNA
circuits. Specifically, in the two-layered C4 circuit, the
recyclability is performed only during the digestion of the
fuel DNA but not during the downstream trigger signal release.
However, in the single-layered C1 circuit, the gate product can
be repeatedly reverted into an active reactant without depleting
the gate component. Although the gate recycling is limited in
the two-layered C4a circuit, the enzyme-assisted strategy is still
useful for performing various functions. For example, the use of
different enzymes provides us with the ability to hierarchically
control the subcircuits. Meanwhile, the enzyme-assisted
strategy allows for a continuous digestion of the fuel in order
to amplify the fluorescence signal, thus enabling us to
independently monitor the operation of the individual
subcircuits in real time. Furthermore, this strategy also creates
a new method for achieving a multiplex input rule (e.g., DNA
or enzyme or both) for catalytic DNA networks. In the future,
the high reactant recyclability in the two-layered circuit may be

further enhanced by taking advantage of unique chemical
modifications or a new DNA catalyst protect/release strategy.
The developed NARR strategy can potentially be used in

biosensing, molecular signaling, nanorobotics, and disease
diagnostics. We believe the strategy will become more widely
applied in DNA nanotechnology and DNA computing due to
its ability to imbue DNA circuits with more controllability and
complexity.
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